Portrait Packages
GA

GB

GC

1 pose

1 pose

2 poses

1 - 5x7
2 - 4x6
8 - Wallets

2 - 5x7
4 - 4x6
16 - Wallets

$69.95

$99.95

GE

GF

Single digital image, edited,
written to a CD in high resolution, with printing release.
Additional edited images
$49.95

All images, unedited written
to a CD in high resolution,
with printing release.
Edits $15/image

$129.95

$299.95

GD
2 poses

1 - 8x10
4 - 5x7
4 - 4x6
24 - Wallets
$179.95

1 - 11x14
2 - 8x10
4 - 5x7
24 - Wallets
$249.95
GG

Choose up to 5 poses for editing
1 printed 5x7 of each favourite is included
All images are written to a CD in high resolution, with
printing release.

$349.95

Personal Choice Packages
8 Wallets 			
4 - 4x6, 3.5x5, 4x5 		
2- 5x7 			
1 - 8x10 			
1 -11x14 			

1 sheet
1 Sheet
1 sheet
1 sheet
3 sheets

Example:
1-8x10 & 16 wallets from pose #16 and 2-5x7, 4-4x6,
and 8 wallets from pose #7 is a 6 sheet pkg.
Price $189.95+gst

4 Sheets
6 Sheets
8 Sheets
10 Sheets
12 Sheets
14 Sheets
16 Sheets

- 1 pose - 2 poses - 3 poses - 4 poses - 4 poses - 4 poses - 4 poses -

$129.95
$189.95
$234.95
$289.95
$339.95
$389.95
$449.95

Package Upgrades Available with any order of $129.95 or more
-Edited High Resolution Image on CD $49.95 -Extra Sheet $25 -Extra pose in Package $20 -16 Wallets $44.95 -24 Wallets $59.95 -Framed 12x12 Collage $99.95 -Framed 12x18 Collage $149.95

Individual Prints
Wallets set of 8........................................$29.95
4x6, 4x5, or 3.5x5 -.................................$14.95
2 or more from same pose............$9.95 ea
4 or more from same pose ..........$8.95 ea
10 or more from same pose ........$7.95 ea
5x7 - .....................................................$29.95
2 or more from same pose ..........$19.95 ea
8x10 - .....................................................$49.95
2 or more from same pose ........ $39.95 ea
11x14 - ....................................................$89.95
16x20 - ....................................................$249.95

Collages and Greeting Cards
Multi-Image Collage
See designs in Studio

12x12 Frame included
$149.95 by itself
$99.95 with other purchase of $129.95
12x18 Frame included
$199.95 by itself
$149.95 with other purchase of $129.95
12x18 includes 10 matching 4x6 greeting cards

Greeting Cards see designs in studio
$59.95/20
$29.95/10 if adding to $129.95 pkg
add additional duplicate cards $14.95/10
You can place your order in person at the studio or if you have a simple order you can call (403)529-9500 and
order over the phone with a credit card.

